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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift  
Screening the ‘War on Terror’. The Politics and Aesthetics of Torture 
in American and European Cinema.  van Odile Bodde  1. The different cinematic traditions of American and European cinema determine the diverging focal points of the films in depicting political torture: active combat and action in American cinema and personal, psychological consequences in European cinema (this thesis).  2. When analysing the role of the spectator in relation to depictions of political torture, the protagonists’ facial expressions and the occurrence of ‘moral characters’ are pivotal clues for ‘reading’ or interpreting scenes in political and moral terms (this thesis).  3. Although depicted as a brutal form of violence, political torture is predominantly not presented in a graphic fashion in the War on Terror ‘genre’ (this thesis).  4. Unconventional, fragmented or a-temporal narration, which plays with causality, internal relations, intelligibility and genre expectations, suggests that an account of trauma is necessarily as incoherent as the manifestation and experience of trauma itself (this thesis).  5. Close reading of the politics and aesthetics of filmic political torture, condensed in a War on Terror context, is exemplifying for how political violence has been used and given shape on screen in the last decade (this thesis).   
6. When theorizing the framing of explicit screen violence one should also explore the politically specific and probable diegetic world of the fiction film, which strongly influences the way in which violence is rendered in graphic or suggestive terms.   7. The fictional quality of feature film, rather than documentary, moulds situations based on real events into a stylized format while simultaneously accentuating what concerns us politically, socially and culturally.  8. In addition, research into the way in which political violence in real life becomes a fictionalized and stylized form of screen violence illustrates the significance of cinema as a medium in which culture, politics and art convene.  9. Films that depict violence in acceptable terms – artfully, tastefully or predominantly off-screen – are not automatically sanctioned by the spectator, but rather invite critical spectatorship by affecting or by inviting self-reflexivity on part of the spectator.  10. It takes at least a decade before one can gain a more refined comprehension of the effects and aftershocks of a momentous historical event in cultural artefacts, and the ways in which these artefacts shape national, personal and cultural memory of such an event.  11. Completing a PhD study of the politics and aesthetics of filmic political torture is like completing a 3000-piece board puzzle, of which the pieces have been shuffled, taken and hidden in the far corners of the university building.      
